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Purpose: 
This transmittal is intended to help prepare field staff for the Job Participation Incentive 
(JPI) expansion to include two-parent families (J82). The system changes to support 
this expansion are not yet completed; therefore, no action (coding or eligibility 
determination) is being requested from the field staff at this time, although we 
are asking that field staff do NOT remove new codes being added to help with 
the transition. 
 
An Action Transmittal will be sent when full system code support is available so that 
the field staff can begin to make J82 eligibility determinations. In the meantime, the 

http://apps.state.or.us/caf/arm/A/461-001-0000.htm
http://apps.state.or.us/caf/arm/A/461-101-0010.htm
http://apps.state.or.us/caf/arm/A/461-135-1260.htm
http://apps.state.or.us/caf/arm/B/461-170-0011.htm
http://apps.state.or.us/caf/fsm/05-toc.htm#jpi
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information below about policy and coding for J82 will help prepare us for the JPI 
expansion. 
 
Discussion/interpretation: 
As you may have heard through your local leadership team, the State of Oregon is 
currently in a corrective compliance plan to improve the federal participation rate. The 
state has a three-pronged approach to improve the federal participation rate. One of 
the approaches is to expand the Job Participation Incentive (JPI) from single working 
parent families to include two-parent working families eligible for the Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).  
 
Policy and Codes:  
 
Two parent JPI eligibility 
 
To be eligible for JPI as a two-parent family (J82), the SNAP filing group must contain: 

 Two parents of a dependent child under 18 years of age and; 

 At least one working parent that is: 

- A US citizen or Qualified Non-Citizen receiving SNAP benefits; and 

- Working enough hours to satisfy TANF federal participation requirements 
(35 weekly hours unless receiving Employment Related Day Care (ERDC) 
benefits; then it is 55 weekly hours). 

 The SNAP case must not include anyone receiving TANF or SFPSS benefits.  
 

Note: If both parents are SNAP recipients, their work hours may be combined to 
meet work requirements.  

 
There is no change to verification and calculation requirements for the JPI program.  
 
J82 eligibility and coding  
 
A J82 Need/Resource (N/R) code for UCMS and J82 HH Type for FSMIS will exist to 
support the expansion. When approving a J82 family, code the J82 N/R on each parent 
whose work hours contribute to the work participation rate. Additionally, a J82 HH Type 
is needed on the SNAP case.  
 
The following are examples that help explain how both the eligibility and coding will be 
made. 
 
Example: Tony and Linda are approved for J82 benefits. They each work 30 hours 

per week. The family is eligible for J82. 
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Code:  

 UCMS: Enter a Case/Descriptor (C/D) of JPI on the payee, N/R: J82. 
Align the „end‟ date with SRS or SNAP expiration month/year. Add 
30.00 on both Tony and Linda in the „Amt‟ field to represent weekly 
hours worked; 

 SNAP: J82 HH Type. 
 
Example: Ryan, Claire and their child are eligible for SNAP benefits. They do not 

receive ERDC. Claire is not working but Ryan works 40 hours per week. 
They meet all other requirements. The family is eligible for J82.  

 
Code:  

 UCMS: C/D-JPI, N/R: J82. Align the „end‟ date with SRS or SNAP 
expiration month/year, 40.00 on Ryan in the „Amt‟ field to represent 
weekly hours worked; 

 SNAP: J82 HH Type. 

Example: Harvey, Donna and their son receive SNAP and ERDC benefits. Harvey 
works 40 hours per week and Donna works 20 hours per week. They meet 
all other requirements. The family is eligible for J82. 

 
Code:  

 UCMS: C/D-JPI, N/R: J82. Align the „end‟ date with SRS or SNAP 
expiration month/year. Add 40.00 on Harvey and 20.00 on Donna in 
the „Amt‟ field to represent weekly hours worked; 

 SNAP: J82 HH Type. 

 
Example: Shawn, Julia and their son receive SNAP and ERDC benefits. Both Shawn 

and Julia work 20 hours a week. Since Shawn and Julia’s combined hours 
are not 55 hours per week, they are not eligible for J82. 

 
Example: Heidi, Howard and their children are all in the SNAP filing group. Heidi is 

not in the SNAP benefit group as she is an ineligible noncitizen. Howard 
works 40 hours per week. The family does not receive ERDC benefits and 
meets all other criteria for JPI. Since there are two parents in the SNAP 
filing group, the family is eligible for J82 benefits. 

 
Code:  

 UCMS: C/D-JPI, N/R: J82. Align the „end‟ date with SRS or SNAP 
expiration month/year. Add 40.00 on Howard in the „Amt‟ field to 
represent weekly hours worked; 
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 SNAP: J82 HH Type. 

 
Local/branch action required:   

 Review this transmittal with all staff who determine SNAP eligibility.  

 Be ready for the Action Transmittal advising to begin J82 eligibility decisions at 
intake, recertification, interim change reports and acting on reported changes 
(including a TANF client going over-income for TANF due to work income). 

 
Central Office action required: 

 Update Computer Based Training – “Online: Job Participation Incentive (JPI)”; 

 Update the Family Services Manual; 

 Update Oregon Administrative Rule; 

 Update JPI FSMIS generated notices for cases that establish a JPI eligibility 
period; 

 Update JPI cheat sheets and tools; 

 Create J82 HH type to FSMIS coding; 

 Create J82 Need/Resource code for UCMS; 

 Job Participation Team (JPT) coding UCMS cases with J82 in May/June; 

 J82 FSMIS coding to be added with issuances to cover June and July. 
 
Field/stakeholder review:  Yes   No 

If yes, reviewed by:       
 
Filing Instructions:       
 
If you have any questions about this policy, contact: 

Contact(s): Tammy Brooks - TANF Policy - 503-947-7096 
Jen Dion-Collins - TANF Policy - 503-947-5403 
Yaroslav 'Slavik' Globak - Business Analyst - 503-753-5036 

Email: Tammy.M.Brooks@state.or.us 
Jennifer.A.Dion-Collins@state.or.us 
Yaroslav.I.Globak@state.or.us  
Tanf.policy@state.or.us  
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